
Out of the Field Stock Rules 
Safety Regulations and Rules:
Eligibility of Tractor:
1. Contest open to farm tractors with rubber tires. No dual tires, tire studs, or chains permitted.
2. Each tractor may be entered in more than one class, but only once in each class.
3. Minimum drawbar length, 24 inches from the center or real axle to point of hook. Drawbar to be 
stationary in all directions: 20 inches from top of hitching device parallel to the ground.
4. Drawbars must be equipped with a hitching device of not more than one inch thickness, and must have 
a 3 inch diameter opening. The pulling point may not be more than 1 ½ inches from the back of the hitching 
device.
5. No pressurized tanks allowed except LP gas. No oxygen allowed.
6. All engines radiators must be properly shrouded.
7. All exhausts must discharge upward above the highest point of the tractor and be properly attached.
8. No portion of the tractor shall interfere with the sled or sled hitch during a pull.
9. All weights must be safely secured to the tractor on hanging supports.
10. Stock block tractors are tractors having a standard block and crankcase for make and model being 
entered. (Chassis must conform with the engine being entered.) Tractor must have stock engine and 
powertrain (transmission and rear end) for make and model of the tractor being entered.
11. Out of field class will be naturally aspirated (NO TURBOS) stock block tractor with no visual engine 
modifications.
12. If the committee doubts legality of stock entry or upon the request of another contestant in that class, 
contestant must verify 150 units of tractor have been manufactured (notarized statements for the 
manufacturer), furnish part numbers and prove to the committee that they have a legal entry.
13. Stock tractor: no weight frame or weight may extend 24 inches beyond front of tractor.
14. All stock tractors must be equipped with a hood and grill.
15. All tractors 7500 lb. tractor or larger must have fenders.
16. All 5500 lb. tractors or smaller can only have tire sizes of 15x5x38 or 16x9x34.
17. Speed limit for 6500lb and lighter is 4mph, 7500lb and bigger is 6mph
18. Speed limit will be controlled by use of a horn mounted on sled or a light. Each puller will get two horn 
blows, first horn blows is a warning,(first horn can’t blow more than 3 seconds) horn blows a second time the 
puller will be disqualified!
19. 5500LB tractor and light cannot weigh more than 500lbs less then factory shipping weight 7500lbs and 
bigger my not weigh more than 1000lbs less then factory shipping weight
Ag Expo Antique Tractor Pull Rules
1. No weight brackets, one set of factory wheel weights allowed 
2. No pumping of liquid  ballast 
3. Must be factory drawbar with no modifications
4. No wheelie bars
5. Tractor must have working PTO ,rockshaft housing and hydraulics if equipped from factory 
6. All regular Farm Stock rules apply 
7. This is for antique tractors
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Tractor Pulls-Section 1
Class # Class Name

Premiums
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

Saturday 5:00 P.M. - Antique Farm Tractors
$25 $20 $15

$25 $20 $15

$25 $20 $15

22000 Antique 2500 LB. 
22001 Antique 3500 LB. 
22002 Antique 4500 LB. 
22003 Antique 5500 LB.
22004      Open 5500 LB.

$25 $20 $15

Saturday Stock Farm Tractors and Street Trucks
22007 Farm Stock 6500 LB.

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10

$30 $20 $10

$30 $20 $10

22008     Farm Stock 7500 LB
22009 Farm Stock 8500 LB 
22010 Farm Stock 9500 LB 
22011 Farm Stock 11500 LB 
22012 Farm Stock 13500 LB 
22013 4 X  4 Truck Gas 
22014 4 X  4 Truck Diesel 
22015 4 X  4 Truck Diesel -Mod $30 $20 $10

Truck and Tractor Pulls - General Rules
1.
2.
.  Contest to be governed by track officials and all decisions will be fin

3.
.  Judges have the right to stop a disqualify any competing vehicle if it is not being operated in a safe manner.
.  Entry fees are as follows:   $10.00 per class entered

$25 $20 $15

$30 $25 $20 $15 $10
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